
 

Something is Wrong with Billy – but What is it? 

 

 
Billy 

 
Do you know the feeling when something is wrong with your dog but you cannot figure out what it is?  

This is the story of my search. 

 

Hi, my name is Wilma Heida and I live with my Beardie Billy in the Netherlands.  Since 1988 I have 

shared my life with Beardies.  Four years ago I got a beautiful blue Beardie puppy who I named Billy.  

At that time I had another Beardieboy, JayJay(JJ), and he was 10 years old.  The two boys got along very 

well and had a lot of fun together.  Sadly JJ died two years later in 2010. 



 
JayJay 

 

As Billy was growing up and getting stronger I noticed on our walks that Billy’s movement was different 

from my other Beardies.  As he was my 4th I have a lot of experience, and knew something was wrong. 

His running was not as smooth as my other Beardies and he got tired very quickly. Although he seemed 

tired and laid down he still showed that he had a lot of energy that he wanted to use.   When he was a few 

months old I mentioned it to my vet for the first time.  It was something that worried me. He "tired” too 

quickly in my opinion.  

 

The vet had all kinds of explanations for his fatigue that had to do with his youth and was sure he would 

grow out of it.  But the fatigue did not go away when he matured and repeatedly I consulted our vet.  At 

the age of 18 month Billy was thoroughly examined.   He was completely healthy, nothing was found that 

explained his fatigue.  I had to accept that this was unique to Billy.  

 

When he was old enough I took him running when I was riding my bike.  I thought that in this way I 

could improve his physical condition.  When we start our ride Billy is very energetic and pulls as hard as 

he can; I’d have to slow him down to be safe.  After a few hundred meters he slows down so much I 

almost have to drag him back home.  This happens over a distance of less than one kilometer.  

Compared to my other Beardies this is unusual for such a young dog. With my other dogs I did the same 

and they were still fit after many kilometers.  Over and over I felt and sensed that something is wrong.  

 

Recently I changed to another vet and again I talked to him about Billy's fatigue. This vet also had no clue 

what it could be.  It kept bothering me that I could not get an answer as to what was going on.  Every day 

I watched my dog eager to run and play - but he was not able to play as long and run as far and as fast as 

he wanted to.  It is not normal that a young and healthy Beardie gets tired so quickly.   Billy is crazy 

about fetching balls but after about 5 - 10 minutes he is so exhausted and lies down so very frequently that 

I stop him although he still is very excited and wants to continue his play.   

 



Of course I have other stories about my beautiful Billy boy.  Like that he did well at shows and became 

Dutch junior champion in 2011.  But this story about his fatigue is something I worry about and that I 

want to share with you.  

 

If the vets do not know what is wrong with him who else can confirm my feelings that something is 

wrong?  It often occurred to me to consult a clairvoyant about this issue.  I know there are gifted people 

with extraordinary senses.  So I did.  I told this lady in a few words what my concerns are about Billy.  

She wanted to see his picture and after a few days she called me.  She sensed that his muscles suffer from 

very quick acidification during exertion.   Whether she really felt this or invented it at my complaints I 

don’t know.  This was such a logical explanation for his fatigue and with this "diagnosis" she gave me a 

handle to search at the internet. 

 

One site brought me to another and eventually I ended up at the site of the University of Minnesota where 

they describe Border Collie Collapse (BCC).  The following is taken from their website. 

Border Collie Collapse 

The Syndrome.  Border Collie collapse (BCC) is an episodic nervous system disorder that is triggered 

by strenuous exercise.  BCC is recognized throughout North America, Europe, and Australia and is 

observed in dogs used for working stock, as well as dogs participating in agility or fly-ball competitions 

or repeatedly retrieving a ball.  This disorder has also been called exercise induced collapse (EIC), 

exercise induced hyperthermia, stress seizures and "the wobbles".  

Affected dogs are normal at rest and seem healthy.  Typical collapse episodes begin 5 – 15 min after onset 

of exercise and include disorientation, dull mentation or loss of focus; swaying, staggering and falling to 

the side; exaggerated lifting of each limb while walking and a choppy gait; scuffing of the rear and/or 

forelegs, and crossing of the legs when turning. All of the factors contributing to the tendency for an 

affected dog to collapse on a given day (excitement, heat, intensity of exercise) have not been 

determined.  Some dogs seem relatively normal while they are exercising but only show symptoms about 

5 minutes after exercise is halted. Dogs are abnormal for 5 to 30 minutes, but then recover completely 

with no residual lameness or muscle stiffness or discomfort.  Affected dogs are often unable to exercise 

and must be retired from competition and work.  

Other breeds that may be affected by BCC.   

o Australian Cattle Dog 

o Australian Kelpie 

o Australian Shepherd 

o Bearded Collie 

o Collie 

o Shetland Sheepdog 

After reading all this, I thought that it was possible that Billy might be affected with BCC.  On the 

website there were links to videos and I was surprised to see dogs with the same symptoms I had also 

seen with my JJ but never linked to excessive exercise.  JJ was a dog full of energy who could run for 

hours and never got tired but during his lifetime he had several seizures that worried me very much.  I 

also had him examined a few times by several specialists and nothing was found. The videos show 

exactly the same as I had seen with JJ when he had these seizures.  My conclusion now is that JJ suffered 

from BCC in a mild form.  

 



Thus far I’ve only noticed that Billy tires very quickly and have not seen the exact same symptoms as JJ 

had and in the videos - probably because I end the exercise before he would have collapsed or he does not 

show the collapse because he lies down.  I wanted to get proof to see if Billy also suffers from BCC.  

It was a rather cool and rainy day when I took my camera and a ball and we went to play.   I did not stop 

this time when he showed the signs of fatigue and I let Billy fetch the ball a few times more than usual 

and what I was afraid of happened.  He did collapse.  I had never let it come this far and I was so shocked 

from what I saw.  I promised him to never let this happen again. 

 

Poor Billy was suffering but I got very good footage.  I contacted the researchers at the University of 

Minnesota and sent them my video.  They confirmed me that Billy was showing signs of BCC.  

So far there is no cure for BCC and the gene or gene marker has not been found in the DNA yet, but now 

I know what is wrong with Billy.  It even has a name and there are more dogs affected.  Now I am 

(almost) sure that two of my dogs are affected with BCC.  They are from different breeding lines.  

I wonder if other Beardie owners recognize this.   

 

My search has come to an end.  I am so glad that my instinctive feelings did not let me down.  

Billy is a dog who does not ask for much exercise and is happy with short walks with movements 

within  his limitations.   I hope that Billy will have a long and happy life with me.  

 

You can read all about BCC at  

http://www.cvm.umn.edu/vbs/faculty/Mickelson/lab/EIC/bordercollieEIC/home.html 

http://www.usask.ca/vmc/small-animal/medicine/border-collie-collapse.php 

http://www.akcchf.org/news-events/library/articles/update-on-exercise-induced.html 

http://www.akcchf.org/research/funded-research/1511.html 

http://www.akcchf.org/news-events/library/articles/akc017-Discoveries_41-sum12_WEB-FINAL.pdf 

 

You can find Billy's video's at Youtube.  

http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLikbWRyNdC4kiaZLUB567O5anVfrBwEHC 

 
JayJay and Billy 
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